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ABSTRACT

In this report the development of job-oriented qualification
examinations for postal mail processing equipment (MPE) personnel is
described. The examinations were prepared for the MPE Apprentice,

Mechanic, Senior Mechanic, and Sup4rvisor positions recommended in a
companion HumRRO report dealing with MPE personnel classification.
Content of the examinations was derived from a comprehensive and
detailed analysis of MPE maintenance tasks. A pool of 384 test items
was administered to current personnel at the 13 most highly mechanized
U.S. post offices. Analysis of the results showed that the items con-
stituting the preliminary pool possessed an above-chance relationghip
to worker proficiency a4 the latter was indicated by supervisor pro-
ficiency ratings and worker position in the job hierarchy. From the
original pool, the 339 most valid items were selected on the basis
of standards developed jointly by the Bureau of Personnel, U.S. Post
Office Department, and HumRRO. Two alternate test forms were prepared
fQF each of the designated job positions. Recommendations for future
improvetents in the assessment of job qualifications are provided in
this report.

/
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FOREWORD

The Mail Processing Equipment (MPE) test development subtask
described in this report "was conducted by the Human Resources Research
Office as part of HumRRO Task MPE, the overall objective of which was
to develop improved classification and selection procedures for Mail
Processing Equipme t (MPE) maintenance positions. This report deals,
with the developme t elfexaminations for four MPE positions recommended
by theclassifica ion subtask report submitted to the U.S. Post Office
Department in Apr 1 1969. A third Task MPE report concerns tilt analysis
of, postal mainte ance jobs and presents data developed as a result of
an analysis of E maintenance job positions.

The MPE,te t development.effort was initiated in the Fall of 1968 \
on completion f a detailed analysis of MPE maintenance positions.
Preliminary ad inistration of test items was conducted in, January 1969
and final exa inations were prepared during the Spring of 1969. The

research was performed by HumRRO Division No. 1 (System Operations)
. under the overall direction of Dr. J. Daniel Lyons,, Director of Research.
Dr. A: James McKnight was the Study Leader and members of the reseaVal
staff'included Dr. Richard D. Behringer who conducted the item analyses,
Mr. J. Robert Lodge who prepared scheduled Maintenance items, Dr. Miriam
Safren who prepared supervisory items, and Mrs. Lola Craw who performed
tabulations and various statistical analyses. Mr. William A. Carswell
of Carswell, Vandiver and Associates, prepared items concerned with
unscheduled maintenance.

In addition, the following representatives of the Post Office
Department provided assistance both as advisors in planning the study
and as participants in the administration of preliminary tests: .

Miss Ruth O. Peters, Employment and Placement Division, Bureau of Per- .
sonnel; Mr. Marlin Burkhart, Compensation Division, Bureau of Personnel.
Mr. David McCutcheon, Maintenance Division, Bureau of Facilities; and
Mr. Erwin Vollmer, Bureau of Operations. Mr. Vincent J. Chirichel
and members of his maintenance force at the Washington, D.C., P' Office
served technical advisors in the preparation;of test itei content.

Pro ess of the study was greatly facilitated by coope on of Post-
asters, key maintenance staff personnel, and MPE M anics'at the 13

mechanized post offices where preliOinary tests =re administered.

HumRRO research waA,conducted under
No. 70=80, U.S. Post Office Departmen

ract No. RE 73-67, PPBS

Meredith P. Crawford
Director

Human Resources Research Office



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Problem

The postal service, one of the nation's largest single em loyers,
relies heavily on its program of service-wide written examinat ons in
assessing the qualifications of personnel for employment or pr otion.
With a program of such magnitude, it is difficult to assure tha the
qualificationsby which workers are judged actually reflect the needs
of individual jobs. It was for this reason that HumRRO underto k, at
the request of the U.S. Post Office Department, a study aimed at improV-

. ing the job relevance of examinations used to assess the qualifi ations
of mail processing equipment (MPE) maintenance personnel. The n w
examinations were to be prepared for the MPE Apprentice, MPE Mec anic,
MPE Senior Mechanic,. and MPE Supervisor positions recommended in 0.
companion HumRRO study concerned with classification of postal equip-
ment maintenance positions:

Method

The following major steps were taken to help assure the develop-
ment of qualification examinations capable of assessing an individual's
ability to perform the particular job for which he was g' candidate:

(1) LiteratUre relating to measurement of job ,Rualifications
was surveyed to identify those qualifications most ame_nable to measure-
ment through formal examination and to assess the t es of examination
that have proven most valid.

(2) A detailed analysis was perform d of job activities and
their associated knowledges and skflls as aAneans of securing appropriate
examination item content.

(3) A preliminary pool of-elfamination.items was assembled
and administered to a sample of maintenance personnel currently engaged
in job acivities that corresponded-to the propOsed job positions. An

attempt was made to obtain judgments of job relevance and to determine
the usefulness of the items in distinguishing among.individuals at
different levels of rated ability and differen positions within the
job hierarchy.

'Results

Analysis of the preliminary item pool as a whole showed an above-
chance relationship between item responses and the two criteria of rated
and classified (job hierarchy) ability. Individual items were selected

vii
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for final qualifying examinati1bns according to the following HumRRO/POD
standards of acceptability:

%(1) The correct answer to each item must have been selected
-by individuals having the highest mean supervisor rating (as compared
to those selecting other alternative answers).

(2) More than 50% of jobholders must consider the item
,relevant to their job.

(3) The item must be answered correctly by more than 20% and
less than 95% of. individuals in the job for which the examination is
intended.

(4) Content of the examination item must be appropriate to
the job in accordance with the results of the job analysis.

A total of 339 items met criteria for inclusion in the final exam-
ination. These items were astigned to the four qualifying examinations
with the proviso that no item appear on more than two tests. A pair
of alternate forms was prepared for each examination. One subset of
items was designated "minimum standard" to be used in determining
whether a candidate for a position should be considered as "qualified."
An item had to be passed by 80% of workers in the job for which it was
intended and judged by more than 75% of them as representing basic
information that every qualified jobholder should possess, in order to
be included as a minimum standard item.

Conclusions

Principal conclusions reached in this study are:

(1) The qualification examinations, because of the manner in
which they were developed under this study, represent valid indices of
ability to perform the specific jobs. However, no statement can be
offered as to the level of validity or associated probabilities, and
it has been recommended that all examinations be applied to an inde-
pendent sample of MPE maintenance personnel for an assessment of overall
validity. Such a program of validation was proposed as a part of the
study but was omitted at the request of the U.S. Post Office Department
when the overall,HumRRO study effort was reduced in scope.

(2) Efforts should be undertaken by the U.S. Post Office
Department to broaden the assessment of worker qualifications in the
following manner:

viii 8

(a) Use,of performance tests to assess skills not
measurable by written examinations.

(b) The application of job analytic procedures to
the determination of required worker-background



characteristics (e.g., education, job experience)
as a means of improving "assembled tests."

(c) Use of behavior ratings to assess critical, job-
related, personality characteristics.

(d) Use of a differential aptitude measure to assess
the ability of postal employees to acquire various
types of job skills.

(3) The implementation of qualifying examinations must be
closely coordinated with other personnel activities such as recruit-
ment, training, job clasgifitation,.and work operations, If the exam-
inations are to be of substantial benefit in filling individual job
positions with qualified personnel.

4.x
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

As an organization grows in size, it becomes increasingly difficult
to assess the qualifications of individual jobholders within it. Yet,
some program of individual worker assessment is necessary if jobs are to
be filled by the most capable people. Most large organizations devote
considerable time and energy to the development of formal, systematic
worker assessment programs. Questions inevitably arise as to the ability
of such large-scale programs to cope with the peculiarities of each
individual job. It was such concern over the job-relatedness of exami-
nations that led the U.S. Post Office Department-to request HumRRO, in

*1967, to undertake a program of research aimed at improving qualification
examinations administered to postal equipment maintenance employees.
This report describes the nature and the results of that research program.

The effort was part of HumRRO Task MPE, a broad personnel research
program in the area of Mail Processing Equipment (MPE) maintenance,which
included, in addition to revision of examinations, the preparation of
detailed job descriptions, and the reclassification of jobs with improved
job career ladders. These additional MPE study efforts are described in
two reports:1

Fink, C. D. and Hibbits, F. L. Classification, Career
Structure, :and Job Analysis of Mail Processing Equipment
Maintenance Personnel, Subtask report, Human Resources
Research Office,-April 1969.

McKnight, A. J., Fink, C. D., et al. Analysis of Postal
Equipment Maintenance PosiAions, draft report prepared for
the U.S. Post Office Department, Human Resources Research
Office, June 1969.

1 Two additional HumRRO efforts in the training area are described in
the following reports:

Lyons, J, D., and Williams, L. W. Development and Initial
Presentation oPan Advanced Maintenance Management Course or
the Post Offio'e Department, draft Technical Report prepare or
the U.S.,Posi Office Department, Human Resources Research 0 fice,
submittedgarc\ h 26, 1969.

*_.,texler, R. C.', and Butler, P.. J. Task SABER: The Developme4t
*- of a Technical Training System, draft Technical Report prepared

for the U.S. PoSt Office Department, Human Resources Research \
Office, submitted September 1968.

31.3



The job positions for which imprinted qualification examinations
were to be prepared are those concerned with the maintenance of mail
processing and related equipment. One reason for giving initial
priority to Mail Processing Equipment (MPE) is the fact that this
equipment is al ost entirely unique to the Post Office Department.
Letter Sorting Machines, Facer Canceller Machines, or Parcel Sorters
are not often found outside of-postal installations. For this reason,
the knowledges and skills associated with maintenance of this equipment
are not as well understood as would be the case for other types of
postal equipment, such as elevators, air conditioners, or trucks. As

a matter of fact, owing to the recency with which some of this equipment
has'been introduced, the maintenance requirements are not universally
understood even within the postal service. The second reason for giving
primary attention to MPE is the critical role this equipment plays in
the current program of mechanization by which the Post Office Department
(POD) seeks a step improvement in the efficiency of its mail distribution.
Any program aimed at facilitating the maintenance of such critical
equipment maybe expected to pay large dividends in the overall effecl
tiveness of the postal operation.

At the time the research program was instituted, the maintenance
of MPE was performed by personnel in the following positions, covered
by the examinations indicated-.

Position
Helper PFS-4
General Mechanic PFS-S

MPE Mechanic PFS-6
MPE Mechanic PFS-7
MPE Foreman- PFS-9

Examination
No exam. ./

Mechanical Aptitude
3-part Electromeohanicl
II It

MPE Supervisor

Under the classification project, the scope of MPE maintenance was
broadened somewhat to include a variety of electromechanical equipment
items not directly connected with the processing of mail.' A survey
conducted early in the research program (see Analysis of Postal Equipment
Maintenance Positions referenced above) had shown that MPE'perSonnel at
many post offices maintained such equipment as tying machines, electric
trucks and lifts, cleaning equipment, and communication equipment, owing
largely to the similarity of skills involved. This is particularly true
at smaller post offices where limited manpower requires that mechanics
be able to work on a wide range of equipment.

The-specific positions for which tests were required are described
in the companigA Classification report referenced above. The following
position descriptions, are excerpted from that report.

Mechanic Helper (PFS -4). Performs, independently, a variety of
simple nontechnical and semiskilled tasks that are incidental to
recognized trades or crafts, or similar maintenance repair functions.
Assists craftsmen and mechanics in performance of maintenance ;tasks
that require skill and knowledge of the function.

4
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Apprentice Mechanic, Mail Processing Equipment (PFS -5). As an
Apprentice, learns and performs routine preventive maintenance, trouble-
shooting and repair.of one type of mail processing equipment. Assists
mail processing equipment mechanics in .complex troubleshooting,
diagnosit and. correction of equipment malfunctions. 'Performs cleaning,
lubricating,'inspection, and simple maintenance tasks under supervision,
following detailed instructions or established procedures. Learn and
complies with/safety regulations. Learns use of tools and-simple
measuring and test equipment.

Apprentice Mechanic, Mail Processing Equipment (PFS-6). As an,

advanced apprentice, learns and performs routine preventive maintenance,
troubleshooting, inspection, and repair of a second type of mail
processing equipment. Assisti mail processing equipment mechanics in
complex maintenance actions and performs standard' maintenance tasks
such as preventive maintenance-and trOlibleshooting, diagnosis and
correction of equipment malfunctions of mail processing equipmept on
which traiped. Prepares simple written maintenance activity rerports

' and records.

Mechanic, Mail Processing Equipment (PFS-7). Performs standard
maintenance, inspection, troubleshooting and repair of two types of
mail processing equipment, working 'independently. Repairs, removes,
ihstalls, modifies, assembles; and disassembles, any mail processing
equipment when working under supervision as a, member of a work team.
Reads, comprehends, ancLutilizes-manuais, schematics,' diagrams, and
'dramings.tok4agnoseand 'Cbwre.pt equipment deficiencies. Learns routine
preventive maintenance., troubleshooting and repair of a third type of
mail processing equipment. Prepares or completes written equipment,
status reports, maintenance.logs, and work order documentation.

Senior Mechanic, Mail Processing Equipment (PFS -8). Performs, ,

independently, any intpection,.malfunction diagnosis, and repair, on at .

least three types ofmaTl'processing equipment to inclUde their
electrical control subsystems. Acts as a Work"crew chief in the repair
removal; installation,moOtication, assembly and disassembly of .any
mail processing equipment. Utilizes and understands any type of POD
maintenance reference materials. Provides technical" assistance and
training guidance including safety precautions, use of-hand and power
tools and measuring and test equipment, to lower-level mechanics.
Prepares complex, written, equipment work orders, status reports, and
maintenance procedures.

Foreman, Mail Processing EquipmentMaintenance (PFS--10). Plans
activities of ,the mail processing equipment maintenance work force,
assigns duties and tasks to mechanics and crews and directs training of
personnel. Inspects work and equipment to verify quality of maintenance'
and completion of tasks. Analyzes equipment status and implements' plans
for correction of-deficiencies and replacement actions. Prepares,
reports, evaluates and counsels personnel, recommends promotions and
personnel actions and conducts safety training and enforces safety
regulations%

-r
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The tests to be developed would be administered to candidates'for each
of the posts indicated with the exception of the 6 level Apprentice

6

whose advance from the S level position would be baSed entirely upon .

progress within the apprentice program.

In addition to the positions noted, larger post offices wouldi5e
allotted the following MPE - related positions:

(1) MPE Maintenance Technician (PFS-9). A specialist on a -

particular equipment item (e.g., LSM) promoted from Senior MPE Mechanic
without .examination.

MPE
Te

(2) MPt Training Officer (PFS-11). A supervisor of formal
ining programs, promoted from MPE Foreman or Maintenance

cian without examination.

(3) General Foreman of MPE Mechanics (PFS-12). ,Supervisor of
all M' Foremen, promoted from MPE TrainingrOfficer, MPE Foreman without
examination in the.caseof the MPE Training Officer, the Foreman
examination lifust have been passed).

'A group of Electronic Technician positions was created, as an
offshoot of'the MPE career laddtr, primarily to handle the new Optical'
Character Reader, a deVite to sort mail automatically installed at a
number of larger post offices. The Electronic Technician would also
assume maintenance responsibility for certain computer equipment and
electronic memory systems. ,A test for_entrance to this field already
having been developed, the Electronic Technician positions were omitted
from the present test development effort..

.This report deScribes the protess' by which examinations were
developed for the Apprentice, MPE Mechanic, Senior-Mechanic, and
Supervisor,positionS. Chapter 2, iDeterMination of Examination.
Objectives," explores, at length, the characteristics of workers that
enable them to perform their jobs, and'identifies those considered
Suitable for assessment through formal examillatiok Chapter 3,
"Preparation of Examination 7tems," describes the syttematic techniques
used to, develop examination content and the preparation of a preliminary
set of examination items. Chapter 4, "Preliminary Administration,"_
describes the administration of the preliminary test items to a repre-
sentative-saniPle of postal equipment maintenance personnel and the
collection of criterion information. Chapter 5, "Development of Final
Qualification Examinations,"'describes the results of the preliminary
administration and the selection of a series of- test items having
demonstrable job,relevance. Chapter 6, "Suggestions for Further
Development," outlines techniques, beyond the scope of the Present study,
that might be used to improve the validity of individual worker assess-
ment within the postal service.

"6



Chapter .2

DETERMINATION OF EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES
'r

The first step in the process of developing a set of examinations
was to 'determine what types of.meaSUres aTe appropriate to the postal
service. This process involved (a) a study of the characteristics that
define an individual's qualifidations for a job, and (b) selection from
these characteristics' those that are suitable for measurement. This
effort was extremely broad and included consideration of qualifications
and measures that could not feasibly be covered within, the scope of the
present study.- The purposes of'such a comprehensive investigation were
-both to help make clear the limitations of whatever measures were
developed from the present study, and to assist the postal service in
charting the course of further progress.in development Of worker'assess-
ment techniques. While much of the .contents will be'familiar to those
well versed in the measurement pf job proficiency, this chapter provides
a foundation for the recommendations offered in Chapter:6.

The term,Hjob,qualifications" in the context Of this report refers
to those characteristics of an individual that enable him to perform
his job s5otssfully. These include (a) job abilities -- the specific
knowledgei and skills'that enable the individual to carry out"job
actiies; (b) aptitudes -- those general abilities that enable an

,..individual to acquire specific job knowledges and skills; (c) motiva-
tional characteristics -- those interests, drives, and values that
determine how well the individual will apply his abilities to the demands
of the job; (d) personality characteristics -- those normal or character-
istic ways of behaving that determine how likely the individual is to
carry out job activities;. and (e) physical characteristics -- those
aspects of physical structure and function that are related to the
individual's ability to perform the job. Each of-these human character-
istics was examined.to determine its relation to the maintenance of
electromechanical equipment. At the same time, research literature was
reviewed in detail to determine what relationships between bach of these
characteristics and job performance had been demonstrated in-the past.

JOB KNOWLEDGE

Job knowledge, that is, the possession of information concerning
the job, is clearly one major .determinant of how well'an individual will
perform his work. An experienced mechanic has typically accumulated
a considerable store of job information that he can call upon in solving
maintenance problems as they arise.

7



Types of JO Knowledge'
I

Most of an individual.'t work aciVrtieS e;guide by procedures,'
that is, information which,specifiegtO part: 4ia se es of steps
required to perform a work activit4 ainten nte real icians generally
acquire the ability to service equN me t, rep4pe,par , makeadjust- '

ments, and perform other rentively; rotaine etivitie !:by learning a
set of procedures. Sometimes' the,` dure s one th t haS 13.#n

specified in writing, while in other ,`lases i is lea .ed by watchingt
someone else perform it. Some procedAres f low,a p e-determined
sequence while in other's the seqiience! 1411- y depe ding upon what
happens as the steps are performed. An ex le of t e latter is
diagnosis of an equipment breakdown where]. fhe results obtained at one
step of the process will determine what st ,to take next.

In addition to learning whatLtoldo', technician an must generally

acquirea considerable body of fa tual in 'rmatiOn concerning the nature
of the:equipment with which he wdTks. HeOnst_know, for examplei where
things are located, what they are called,Inormal operating conditions,
critical values and tolerances, failure symptOms, safet cards, and
the idiosyncrasies of particular pieces ofequipment.. A a higher
level, supervisors of maintenance must knoW maintenanc policy,
servicing schedules, and the strengths and weaknesses of their individual
subordinates.

P

Where a technician cannot be pro ided specific procedures or facts
concerning his equipment, he may hav to draw upon a theoretical under-
standing of how equipment works in'o der :ttr figure out for himself what
is required. For example, a mechanic attempting:to track down the
source of an equipment failure may be upon to"apply concepts of,.
electronics, mechanics; or hydraulics In general the importance of
theory to the maintenance of equipmen s4ems to have been somewhat

overrated. Studies of maintenance have ilepeatedly shown that most
maintenance problems are amenable to preestablished procedures or, at
most, relatively simple theoretical concepts; Judging from the!rate
at which it tends. to be forgotten over time on the job; complex theory,
is not only unnecessary, but not particularly useful.

Knowledge Tests
. .

Tests of job knowledge date back to early trade tests developed by
Chapman in 1921 (6). He found that questions could be phrased which
evidenced a significant relation to job experience as well as. to
superVisor ratings of ability. Many years later the-worker analysis
section of the U.S. Employment Service developed a series of 15 test
items for each of 126 jobs. The items were selected on the basis of
their ability to discriminate among groups of supervisors, apprentices,
and people in related ,occupations. However, according to Anastasi (1),
no validity data was provided on the final tests.

Tests of job knowledge have also been used extensively by the
military services. Bellows(2) describes tests developed-by the Air-
Force covering 97 different jobs or occupational areas, and reports
median correlations of .54 with job performance. Morsh (21), reports

8 1.8



similarly high correlations between the written mechanic proficiency
test and the supervisor ratings of performance. The U.S. Army reports
Validity information on 15 of the evaluation tests administered to
enlisted personnel to assess their specific job. ability. Correlations
of test score with co-worker rating range between .05 and .54'with a
median r of .29.

Although most trade tests are developed in written form, Hausman,
et al, (14) note that oral tests, while relatively costly to administer,
offer a number of advantages including (a) lowered reliance on verbal
ability, (b) ease of revision in the face of job changes, and
(c) flexibility in content and manner of presentation, making it easier
to adjust the test to varying local Conditions. Pictorial items have
proven useful where job information cannot be readily accommodated in a
written form.

Correlations between tests of job knowledge and measures of job
proficiency Are quite modest, particularly when proficiency is reckoned
by observed or tested' performance. Brown, et al, (5) found that the
correlation between a written test. of radio maintenance and measured
performance was too low to warrant use of the former achievement test.
A number of investigators including Ryans and Fredericksen (22), Meister
and Rabideau (20),.and Skinner (23) have called attention to the dis-
crepancy between verbal behavior and job performance and have cautioned
against uncritical use of job knowledge tests.

Since test items are typically developed by subject matter experts
rather than jobholders,4they often tend to be more academic than prac-
tical. Maintenance examinations generally emphasize theory of,pperation,
nomenclature, technical details, and other forms of "book learnkhg"
instead of such job specifics as servicing and repair procedures., use of

f"'tools, location and identification of parts, failure symptoms and their
causes -- all those factors that enable the experienced mechanic to
perform his work quickly and accurately.. Foley (12) points out that
'while knowledge examinations have some value, "...when their scope is
limited to questions regarding the desired performance...there seems to
be no evidence that broad theory questions or questions regarding
peripheral.materials have any correlation with ability to perform."
One need only observe the following two sample items from Chapman's
test, referred to earlier, in order to see the difference in approach:

What happens to the breaker pOints if the condenser is bad?
;.

Burn Pit Foul Corrode

What two metals are camshaft bearings usually made of?

Bronze Brass Babbitt White Metal

While one may legitimately expect an auto mechanic to identify symptoms e-

of a bad condenser, the appropriate metal for camshaft bearings would
seem to be of greater concern to the automotive designer than to the
mechanic.

1.9
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Despite the low 'esteem in which tests of job knowledge have .

frequently been held, an assessment of the. individual's job-related
knowledge appears potentially one of the most efficient measures of
his ability to 'perform. However, to attain its full potential the
content of a knowledge test must be derived from a thorough analysis
of the job to which i is to be relates.

JOB SKILL

Part of the difference between knowledge and performance is the
difference between knowing what to do and being able to do it. This
difference has often been referred to as "skill." One type of skill
is perceptual in nature and appears to involve the ability to interpret
sensory stimuli. An example from the area of maintenance would be the
ability to determine how hot a motor may become before it is symptomatic
of breakdown or how discolored an electrical contact should be before it
is declared unserviceable. While the mechanisms underlying these
perceptual skills are not understood, it is clear that they involve
gore than mere information. A great deal of practice in dealing with
stimuli is generally necessary before the required discriminations may
be made.

Another set of job skills appears to be motor in nature, having to
do with the ability to make appropriate physical responses. One type
of,motor skill is that which involves extremely rapid responses as,
for example, the quick and deft movements required in soldering.
Another fprm of motor skill involves simultaneous execution of multiple
responses as in aligning very delicate equipment. The one distinctive
feature that appears to underlie both these motor activities is an
essentially "automatic" response, a response that appears to occur
without conscious thoughtl. While the mechanisms underlying these
automatic or reflex responses are not understood, it is clear that the
continued repetition of a stimulus-response pattern may be necessary
before a smooth "skilled" performance is obtained.

A third type of skill is of a cognitive nature and is associated
with the ability to carry out the mental processes that intervene
between stimulus and response. A mechanic, for example, may have all
of the technical information needed to loCate the source of a breakdown
yetbe unable to relate it to the problem at hand. Just how an indi-
vidual learns to see relationships, make inferences and deductions, and.
carry out the covert activity involved in decision making or problem
solving is not well understood. Yet, like perceptual and motor skills,
these cognitive skills improve with practice.

A

1 The fact that the responses are tied to external or internal stimuli
has led to use of the term "perceptual-motor" in referring to these
stimuli_
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Performance Testing
.

.

It is clear that "skills" as here defined can be assessed only
through actual performance. As Bellows (2,points out, performance
tests, ranging from informal probationary procedures to objective
systematic measures, form one of the oldest approaches to personnel
evaluation. One would expect performance tests to provide a better
estimate of job ability than written tests if for no other reason than
what Cronbach (7) called "the common sense rule that the test which
resembles the job ought to predict the job." In fact a sample of job
performance, if properly taken, constitutes the- best available criterion
of job ability and has been used for that purpose in validating other
types of job tests. To serve as a measure of ability, a--job sample
must (a) be representative -- it must represent a sOfficient range of
job activities in the proper proportion, (b) be reliable -- it must
sample a sufficient number of activities to provide a stable estimate,
and (c) have fidelity -- it ust represent all critical conditions that
would influence performance n the actual job situation.

The prime liability of performance tests is their cost. One cost
is that of materiel. For example, an individual post office could
scarcely maintain a Letter Sorting Machine solely for the purpose of
assessing proficiency in maintaining that piece of equipment: Nor is
there any guarantee that an operational machine could be provided
whenever it was needed for testing purposes. The other major cost is
time. Where a job represents a complex of.many diverse tasks, a
sizeable segment of job performance must be measured before a valid
overall estimate of job capability can be Obtained. For example, an
accurate measure of a postal equipment mechanic's ability to diagnose
failures and'make repairsWould require exposing him teit.'-a sizeable
portion of the many thousands of breakdowns that can occur. It is
unlikely that either examiner or eXtminee could be spared for the
length of time required unless the test were part of a-training program.

Partial, Performance Tests

One way of reducing the cost of performance testing is to limit its
application as much as possible to measurement of skills and to resort
to more economical written tests to assess job knowledge. In maintenance,
for example, the skills associated with symptom recognition (perceptual),
soldering (motor), or failure diagnosis (cognitive) could be assessed
through a battery of performance tests, while knowledge of maintenance
procedures, normal operating characteristics and tolerances, or proper
supply procedures could be dealt with through written tests. Many mixed
batteries of written and performance-oriented job tests have been
administered in a variety of operational and research settings. However,
no cases were discovered in which tests designed to measure specific job
components were correlated with a mea.sure'of total job performance.

Simulated Performance

Another popular approach to dealing with job skills is to simulate
job requirements and measure resulting performance. Simulators have
been used extensively in training and in instructional testing and have
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shown a fair degree of correspondence with actual performAnce as measured
by the ability of trainees to transfer skills from simulated to job
situation. The degree of correspondence is largely_a functionof the
fidelity of simulation, fidelity in this case being measured in terms of
the extent to which simulated tads call for the same performance as do
operational tasks (not pure physical similarity). A dynamic operational
simulator such as the Detex trainer used to train Letter Sorting Machine
operators provides a more'valid assessment of letter-sorting Skills than
would a static mock-up with a simple dummy keyboard. Since a mechanic
must deal with all of the individual equipment piece parts, a fully
dynamic simulator for him would be almost indistinguishable from an item
of operational equipment.

Simulation can be applied to components of a task as well as the
entire task. The use of "part task simulation" in maintenance has been
concentrated on the cognitive skills involved in troubleshooting as
this has been yiewedas the most difficult aspect of the job. The
Most elaborate of these simulators displays failure symptoms in terms
of voltages, RPM, pressure, and so on, in a manner and according to a
pattern that 'simulates the pattern of real equipment breakdown. The
mechanic must formulate a diagnostic approach, collect and interpret
symptoms, and infer trouble causes just as he would for operational
equipment.

At the other extreme are simple paper-pencil devices that describe
symptoms in verbal terms but still call upon the examinee to describe
the diagnostic checks to be made. The simulation in this latter case
is not substantially different from the common "open book examinations"
What is critidal is not the format of the examination, but the fact that
it requires application rather than simple recall of information. Data
provided by Johnson (16) supports the value of the simulation or
"situational" test, as he describes it, over the pure knowledge test.

Simulation may also be applied to the measurement of perceptual
skills. Pictorial tests, for example, may be used to test the individ-
ual's ability to recognize symptoms of excessive wear, misalignment,
discoloration, and so on. Motor skills such ds those involved in
soldering or in calibrating delicate equipment might be measured using
other than operational equipment.

Assessment of Postal Maintenance Skills

As desirable as tests of real or simulated performance might be in
the assessment of postal maintenance skills, development of such tests
within the confines of the present study was not feasible. Not that the
tests themselves would be a particular problem; performance tests are no
more costly,or time consuming than written tests to construct. However,
the' administrative problems that would have to be overcome to permit the
large scale application of lengthy performance tests would have been
immense. Therefore consideration of job skills was limited to those
that could be assessed through writtenexaminations. Further discusAion
of the potential role that performance tests might play,in the evaluation
of postal employees is included in Chapter 6.
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Motivational Factors

Successful job performance depends not only on the individual's
ability to do the work required, but also on his motivation and on his
desire or willingness to undertake it. In some cases there may be a
considerable gulf between the two. It is possible to acquire substantial
ability in a field in which the person has little interest. However, the '

maintenance positions to be covered by the proposed examination program
all require extensive maintenance experience -- even at the entry level.
The chances that an individual could survive the period of work or study
required to develop this experience without a reasonable level of moti-
vation seems sufficiently small to warrant the excluSion of interest
tests from the examination program. It is true that, as technicians
ascend to positions of supervision and management, the nature of their
work changes andtheymay find themselves undertaking tasks that are not
inherently motivating to them.* Yet, such changes are rarely abrupt and
it is unlikely that a candidate for a higher level position will lack a
reasonably clear picture of what that pdsition entails. While the
administration of interest tests on a voluntary basis Might be of great
personal benefit,to postal.employees in planning their careers, their
use to determine who is entitled to employment or promotion appears
inappropriate. For this reason interests were not added to the charac-
teristics to be included among measures of job qualification.

JOB,PERSONALITY

Over time, individuals develop characteristic or habitual ways of
dealing with other individuals and things. These characteristic ways
of reacting constitute what we generally call "personality .1 An
individual's personality has generally been viewed as having some bearing.
on his job performance. For some, characteristics theinfluence is a very
ienera.one -- such traits as "honesty" or "dependability" are prized in
connection with almost any job. In other cases the relationship is more
specific. Such traits as patience, attentiveness to detail, and neatness,
for example, would seem to be of particular value in an individual whose
job it is to, maintain equipment. For a supervisor, on the other hand,
those charatteristics may be less important than things like initiative,
assertiveness, social sensitivity, or other qualities of "leadership."

By the time an individual reaches maturity ho is general y rather
set in his ways and his personality characteristics become r ther stable
-- so stable in fact that they are frequently treated as ab lities, for
example, "the ability to get along with others." This view has encouraged
attempts to measure personality characteristics and use the information as
a basis for personnel actions.

1 The psychological use of the term personality is distinguished from
its more popular use to refer to a particular form of personality,
namely an extroversive, outgoing, sociable character.
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The relationship between published asures of personality and
success on the job has been discouraging low. One reason for the low
relationship is the fact that the majority of tests used have been rather
general in scope, derived from some fundamental concept of personality
organization rather than from a study of job behavior.. indeed, it is
rare that practitioners or scientists using personality inventories in
the job context know what characteristic ways of behavior are related
to job success. Their criierip have been global ratings, job longevity.,
income, or some other remote index of success rather than specified job
behavior. While personality measures are quite general in nature,
research has shown that an individual's behavior characteristics are
rather specific. worker's "attention to detail" will, for example,
greatly depend upon what kind of detail is involved. In'view of these
factors, it is not surprising that personality measures have not proven
particularly useful in establishing an individual's fitness fora
particular job.

The lack of a high' correlation with performance is not the only
argument against the use of personality tests -- many knowledge tests
have similarly low correlations. An equally important objection is the
lack, of any demonstrated, causal relation. One may survey the items that
constitute most personality tests without uncovering a single question
of direct functional relevance to any specific job. On the other hand,'
an item in a knowledge test is*there because its possession is considered
to be necessary to job performance, even if the causal relation is not
evident in a correlation with a particular criterion. If the individual
fails a knowledge test he, can seek to remedy his deficiency through study.
However, all a personality test establishes is that the examinee resembles
people who have, in the main, 'realized a particular degree of success.
While mere association may make the use of personality tests actuarily
sound, the practice of discriminating against an individual.because he
seems to closely resemble an unsuccessful person seems inequitable.
Moreover? regardless of how personality tests are applied, objection's
have been raised to the seemingly job-unrelated inquiries into an
individual's private life. This objection has recently crystallized in
the, form a ban on the use of personality tests for government employ-
ment. For these reasons, the use or development of personality "tests"
to establish suitability for postal maintenance positions was rejected.

Job Behavior

De4ite the'inadequacies of personality tests, some estimate of
the individual's characteristic job behavior is desirable. Such

estimates have traditionally been provided in the form of ratings of an
individual's past behavior by supervisors, and occasionally by colleagues.
A major objection to supervisor ratings is their susceptabiltty to
prejudice.on the part of the supervisor. Yet, the importance of certain
personality characteristics to job success iS/tufficiently great as to
make some assessment of them a valuable complement to objective examina-
tions. Within the Army, the proficiency of enlisted personnel is
assessed jointly through objective tests of knowledge and performance,
and through.a subjective "commander's evaluation rating."
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The preparation of behavior rating scales was considered not to lie
within the scope of the present study and therefore no effort was made

...to incorporate them into the development of qualification examinations.
However, some measure of job-relevant behavioral characteristics is
believed to be indispensable to a sound program of worker assessment
And suggestions for future development of behavior rating scales appears
in Chapter 6. r.

, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Physical characteristics that are related to job performance include
those of structure, such as height, weight, and. reach, and those that are
functional, such as acuity, strength, and endurance. The magnitude of.
the relationship between physical factors and job performance will vary
greatly from one job to another. In the Post Office Department, the

,impOrtance of physical characteristics is probably greatest in' the
handling of mail, for example,.lifting mail sacks. On the other hand,
few maintenance tasks are physically very demanding. Therefore, the
preparation of physical examinations for mail processing equipment
personnel was not considered.a worthwhile undertaking.

APTITUDES

The worker characteristics thus .far described, knowledge, skill,
motivation, personality, and physical characteristics, are all factors
that influence the individual's ability to perform a particular job. In

considering an applicant for employment or promotion, it is generally
his job qualifications that one wishes tcoassess. However, there are
circumstances under which a personnel manager may beas much concerned
with the individual's ability to acquire specific job qualifications as
he is.in the individual's possession4.of them. If the job under consid-
eration is a highly specialized one for which a course of insttuction is
required, it would be desirable to determine which candidate represents
the most promising trainee. Or, if he is farsighted, the personnel
manager may be concerned with a candidate's potential for future growth,
the ability to assume positions further up the career ladder than that
for which he is.presently an aspirant.

An individual's ability to acquire the qualifications demanded by
a particular job is generally called his "aptitude" for the job. On the
whole, aptitudes seem to be a function of the same sorts of character-
istics as are job qualifications. An individual's future acquisition of
knowledge, for example,'appears highly related to whatever knowledge he
possesses at the time. His ability to learn new motor skills is generally
AtScernible in his performance on a variety of manipulative tasks. So
closely, in fact, do abilities and aptitudes parallel one another that it
is often difficult to draw a distinction between the two,. A particular
knowledge orskill may both support present job performance and form a
foundation for the acquiSition of knowledges and skills relating to
other jobs.



Early treatments of the subject by Hull (16) and Bingham (4) reserve
the use of the'term "aptitude" for highly stable' characteristics that are .

presumed to be either inborne or the products of early learning. Abili-
ties that-resulted from specific job-oriented instruction4uld not be
considered aptitudes. -A distinction such as this is harder to make in
practi9e than in ,theory, and Wesman (29) points out the difficulty in
attempting to differentiate between tests of basic aptitude arid tests of
past achievement. He points out that both types of tests measure what
has been learned up to the time that the'test is taken. Recognizing
this,,'AnastaSi (2) distinguishes between aptituderand achievement-tests
on the basis of their intended use rather than how or when the ability
was acquired. A test used to measure an individual's present ability
to perform is an achievement test; one that is used to forecast future
achievement in a new situation. may. be considered an:aptitude test.

Since tfie objectives of this study were practical rather than
theoretical the functional view of aptitudes was adopted. In deriving

tests, an item that is highly predictive of immediate ability to perform
would be appropriate for an achievementtest; that which is highly pre-
dictive of performance atsome specified time in the distant future
would be considered indicative of an aptitude. On the surface it would
appear that immediate performance is best Predicted by job-specific
tests and long range attainment by tests of more basic, more stable.
characteristics. While there may be some test items that serve in both
capacities, they are likely to be few. In general, the more directed an
item is to a specific job, the more it is likely to discriminate against
promising candidates who have not had an opportunity to acquire the
relevant knowledge and skill. What is important, in any case, is that '

the distinction between aptitude and achievement is to be made in terms
of predictability and not in terms ofany psychological concept as to
the genesis of the two attributes. n ,

Aptitude Tests. A review of available aptitude tests failed to
uncover one designed specifically to predict performance in maintenance
of electrical or mechanical equipment. The mechanical aptitude examina-
tion administered for entry maintenance poitions in the postal service,
is weighted with mechanical information items of varying relevance to
maintenance. More ,fundamental abilities assessed by this examination
include. arithmetic, form recognition, size measurement, perceptual speed
(locating letters), code learning, spatial relations (figure matching),

and spatial visualilation. No validity information on this examination

is currently available.

I Tests commonly used outside the postal service to assess aptitude
for work of a mechanical nature include the following:

(1) Mechanical information -- Information relating to
mechanical procedures, tools, procedures, vocabulary, and so on.

(2) Spatial relations -- Ability to perceive shapes, forms,
and.sizes.
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relaenships involved in the assembly of objects.
(3) Mechanical assembly -- Ability to perceive mechanical

\(4) Mechanical reasoning -- Ability to discover and/or apply
mechanical rinciples to the solution Of problems.

(5) exterity -- Ability to perform hand, finger, ands.=
coordinations re uired for rapid and simultaneous manipulation of
mechanical object

Tests.of the above, nature are contained in various aptitude
batteries including the }'Minnesota" series of mechanical tests, the
Flanagan Aptitude Classification Tests, the Differential Aptitude Test,
the General Aptitude Batteryrthe Army Classification Battery, and the
Airman Classification Test, ambng.others. -

Validity of Aptitude Tests. While personnel engaged in mechanical
occupations generally score higher than the general population in the
various functions described above, the relation of mechanical aptitude
test scores to performance is weak. Low correlations are reported by
Ghisell'i (13), Krech and Crutchfield (17), Trattner (25), and
Biesheuvel (3). It is very difficult to evaluate the worth of existing
aptitude tests for'predicting progress in maintenance of postal equip-
ment. -One reason is that aptitude tests, like personality tests, have
largely derived from what -Thorndike labels the "trait" approach, one in
which "test development is based on the general qualities of the indi-
vidual rather, than on the characteristics of a specific job" (24); and
as Dunnette (9) points out, the traits and their names are "based on'
the investigator's knowledge or presumptions about the content of the
tests making it a factor, rather than on any effort to classify observed
behavior outside the test." Thorndike found in reviewing the use of
aptitude tests to select World War II aviators, that tests constructed
from a, trait approach failed to attain the predictive validity of a more
complex tett designed to reflect the combination of demands that existed
in a particular job.

Another deficiency of aptitude tests, as we have defined theth, is
the criteria used too validate them; often they are highly dubious indices
of job potential. One common criterion is success in training.r There is
nothing inherently wrong with this criterion since it is the ability to
learn, after all, that aptitude tests are supposed to forecast. However,
the content of training, particularly in technical fields, is often
highly theoretical.and.places a premium on verbal skills that are not
always relevant to ultimate job performance. Where criterion measures
are acceptable indices of job success, they are often collected at the
same time the tests are administered or a short time thereafter. It is
not surprising that these tests emerge laden with information items that
are heavily weighted in terms of specific job information.

Aptitude Tests for Postal Maintenance. The qualifying examinations
currently administered to personnel engaged in maintenance of postal
equipment appear to embrace both aptitude and achievement. It isthe
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aptitude items, calling for erbal and numerical.reasoning, facility with
spatia' relations, and form pe ception, among other skills, that have
been mo t severely criticized b maintenance personnel and supervisors.

Both in heir public testimony an' interviews conducted during the early
stages o this study, maintenance p= sonnet have contended that an indi-
vidual wh bids for a vacant position hould be evaluated on his ability

to handle that position. This contentiol 's voiced not only by technical,

personnel ishing to advance, but by supe visors whose work loads demand
that positi ns be filled by personnel cap:: e of assuming assigned
responsibilities. The fact that 85% of post workers are employed in
the lowest f ve grades and that 80% never progress beyond the PFS level
at which the enter the service would support a major emphasis on the
satisfactiOn f immediate job needs.

On the oth r hand, the postal service does have a legitimate concern
for t e source f its future supervisors and maintenance managers. This
sour e cannot be choked off by over attention to immediate needs of lower
leve technical obs. Both aptitude and achievement must be considered.
What is important is that the two be clearly differentiated so that
pers nnel manager can weigh both factors in considering a particular

appli ant.

aptitudemeasures are generally believed to predict a broader
range of behaviors t an achievement tests, it,seemed likely that many of
the aptitude tests cu rently on the market could be used to predict
success in the electro.echanital area. Any attempt, therefore to develop
and undertake long to validation of a specially prepared aptitude
measure did not appear an efficient use of research resources. However,

it was recognized that the selection of, an appropriate aptitude measure
must be based on consideration of the specific job qualifications that

individuals must acquire. Therefore,- one objective in the identification
of job'qualifications became that of providing information tha would
assist representatives of the Post Office Department in select g,an

aptitude measure thatwas better suited to its mission than the aptitude
measure now in use.

SUMMARY OF POSTAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE EXAM- TIONS

It is apparent that out of the broad range of characteristics that
influence a worker's ability to maintain electromechanical equipment,
only a few are suitable for inclusion in a, large scale program of quali-
fication examinations under the conditions that now prevail within the
postal service. Others might prove feasible for inclusion in such a
program giVen substantial changes in these conditions, while still
another set of job-related characteristics seems to lie completely
outside the zone of consideration.

The major conclusions resulting from the study of worker character-
istics described in this chapter may be summarized as'follows:

(1) Tests of job knowledge can be developed which will show
an acceptable relation to job performance so lorg as they emphasize job
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specifics rdther than general facts, simple terminology., or broad theory.

(2) Job 'skills .Can 'he measured only through some form of actual
or simulated job performance. The development of total job performance
'measures does not lie within the'scope of the present study. However,
certain perceptual and reasoning skills may be assessed through written
tests that approximate certain aspects of job.performance.

(3) An individual's aptitude for acquisition of future job
'qualification knowledges is important to advancement and therefore
should be assessed. HoweVri aptitudes Should.be clearly distinguished
frommeasures_of achievement or present ability. ,

(4): While personality factors'are related to job performance,
they are it readily amenable to assessment through tests. 'Ratings of
specific behavior are likely to,provide-more valid indices of future
job performance than ,test scores and should at some time be. entered
into a,programHofpersonnei esse4Omenn=--

11

.(5) Job mOtivationis reasonablywell assured through the
worker's efforts to,acquire the skilli and knowledges needed for a
particulr position and his application for that position. Objective
measures such as interest tests, while informative, should not be used
as a means of selection.

(6) Aptitudes related to maintenance of electromechanical
equipment are likely to prove predictable by various of teeaptitudinal.
batterieS now available. The present study of job related character--
istics should aid the Post Office Department in seeking appropriate ,

measures:

(7) The physical. factors associated with postal equipment
uaintenanceappear to be negligible and therefore not of major concern
in A program of qualification examinations.

1,1
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Chapter 3

PREPARATION OF EXAMINATION ITEMS

Having surveyed the qualifications that underlie maintenance of
,electromechanical equipment, and having selected those that appeared
amenableo assessment through a'formal program of examination, the
next step in the development of qualification examinations was to pre-
pare an appropriate set of test items. In this chapter the methodsof
generating the test items to measure the skills and knowledge's involved .

in the maintenance of electromechanical equipment will be described.

GENERAL APPROACH

The conventional approach to the development of a job qualifica-
tion test is to assemble a group of,content specialists or "experts,"
and to ask them to prepare a set of questions that they believe will
measure the skills and knowledges involved in a particular job. The
test item "pool" that-results is then submitted to test specialists who
eliminateAtems that appear to be ambiguous; too,easy, too hard, irrel-
evant,.or, for Some reason, unacceptable. The remaining items, after
some editing, are usually adminiStered to a sample of personnel repre-
senting the workers to whom, the test will ultimately be applied. Indi-
vidual items are then examined for their correlation with some measure
of job competence or with the overall test score, and those with the
highest correlation are chosen for the final tests.

While a great deal of attention is typically given to the selection
of itefns from the item pool they may be tried out many times before
a test is ultimately constructed -- relatively less consideration has,
been given to how the items entered the pool in'the first place. The
essential job relevance of the original item poor is assumed more or
-less Out of respect for the experts who contributed them.. However,
there are grounds for questioning the ability of many "experts" to
prepare job-related questions. First,_even when the expert is a j
holder, one may legitimately question whether he is able to provide an
unbiased-and accurate description of the qualifications 'required in his
own work. He cannot be expected to "follow himself around" making care-
ful notes of the skills an knowledges he applies to each task: Rather,

he is likely to rely upon what he has been taught, what he finds most
interesting; what he thinks will impress, or some other body of qual-
ifications that may not be represehtatiu.e of those that guide his day-
to-day activities.

Secondly, it often turns out th t the "expert" is not really a
worker but an individual believed to be qualified in the subject matter
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of the job. For example, items for maintenance examinations are fre-
quently prepared by instructors, engineers, or technical writers. Al-
thoRgh they may have been employed as mechanics at one time, their
menthry for the knowledges and skills they once had(is 'likely to be vague.
It. is for t 'his reason that maintenance examinations often lean heavily
on engineering characteristics of the equipment, or on various technical
facts or theory of operatiOn, rather than on maintenance itself.

No amount of psychometric-manipulation can accord validity to a4set
of test items that was not job-related in the first place. Correlation
with some criterion of job proficiency can only skim off the best of
what was furnished. Internal consistency statistics, such as item-test
correlations, canoot even do this, but simply succeed in orienting the
final test to those knowledges and skills that fortuitously dominated
the original item pool.

Analytic ApOoach

If the test developer cannot rely on others to tell him what per-
sonnel qualifications underlie job success, he must discover them him-
self. The only way he can,do this is to examine the job behavior in
question and make inferences as to the qualifications tat guide this
behavior.

The analysis of job qualifications has been the subject of wide-
spread attention during the pdst two decades, particularly in the
military services where it is central to programs of selection, train-
ing, classification, and assignment. fortunately, this attention has
not produced an abundance of methodolog or data (8). The problem lies.
not so much in the process by which qua ifications are inferred from
job descriptions but rather with the job descriptions :themselves. Gen-
erally speaking,. the more detailed the description of behavior, the more
accurate will be the inferences that are drawn from them. The statement.
"repair the letter sorting machine" or even "replace the coding bar"
tells lttle about the mental and physical equipmentra worker needs to
carry out these activities. It is only when a step-by-step 'process,
that is, the actual job behavior, is described that the knowledges;
skills, personality factors, and physical characteristicS that relate
to the behavior can be reliably inferred. Highly detailed job descrip-
tions are not unknown -- they characterized the earliest time and
motion study. But as jobs have become more numerous, and more varied
in character, it,has been increasingly costly to maintain a highly
detailed level pf description.

In recent'years a return to a more detailed level of job descrip-
tion may be observed in connection with the development of large military'
equipment systems. Two factors seem primarily responsible. First, in
order to assure that-qualified personnel would be available to man new
systems, it has been necessary to select, train, and classify personnel.
while the system is still on the drawing board. Since there are no
workers to be stAied, the job analyst has no alternative but to study
the characteristics of the system in order to determine what'specific
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behaviors it will demand. Second, the development of an equipment system
is usually managed by a single agency that is given the responsibility
for drawing together all requirements and resources pertaining to it.
By combining all requirementS for jobr-analytic data and pooling aVAilable
resources, it has been possible to furnish personnel and training agencies
'nformation at a greater level of detail thanthey could have obtained
by operating independently.

It was the conviction of the researchers that the analysis of job,
behavior provided a surer route to the improvement of post examinations
than did any statistical reworking of the old test items o an attempt
to obtain new items from the old sources. The fact that t e development
of exazinations wail combined with an attempt to prepare mo e detailed job
descrilAi and to improve classification of postal posit ns, and could
share the co of a job analytic program with theSe efforts, obviously
weighed heavil in the decision to adopt this approach.

THE JOB ANALYSIS PROGRAM

An analysis of electromechanical maintenance jobs within -the postal
service was launched in July 1968. This analysis was performed to
obtain data for use in preparing detailed job descriptions and revision
of the job classification structure, as well as in the development of
new examinations. It is fully described in a separate report (19) and
will be only briefly summarized here.

IdentificattQAAnd Analysis of Tasks .

The term "job analysis" has been broadly applied to any collection
of information About jobs. We haveused the word "analysis" in its
strictest sense, meaning a reduction into basic elements. The job
analysis that was -performed was therefore a reduction 'of jobs into their
fundamental elements of performance. In truth, it was not existing jobs,
but rather a broad range of electromechanical maintenance activities
toward which the analysis was directed. This enabled theanalysis to
be used in the creation of new jobs under the classification phase of
the project:

a ,

Identification of Tasks. The first step in the analysis was the
'classification of maintenance tasks. A task is a specific thing to be
done, such as repairing a faulty Tracuum pump on the. Letter Sorting
Machine, or replacing a bad bearing in a conveyor system. 'A task has
a separate beginning and termination; it is not part of another activity.
Since maintenance is directed toward equipment, it was primarily through
study of the equipment that the Maintenance tasks were identified.

Equipment maintenance requirements within the Post Office Depart-
\ ment have been classifi5ed into the following major categories:

Routine Preventive Maintenance -Inspection Modification
Cleaning and Lubricating Troubleshooting Installation
Alignment andAdjustment Repair Overhaul
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These major categories of activities are frequently called "duties"
or "responsibilities." Strictly speaking, installation is not a form
of maintenance, but since it is frequently-assigned to maintenance'per-

nnel, it becomes a maintenance duty. The actual activities that
comprise the various dutfes will naturally differ from one item of equip-
ment to another. It was therefore necessary to examine each piece of
equipment separately. One may view the duties and the equipment items
as constituting the coordinates of a matrix, with each cell encompassing
a specific set of tasks.

In seeking out maintenance' tasks, reference was made to manufac-
turers' engineering and technical manuals,'post office route.sheets
(checklists describing scheduled maintenance tasks), blueprints and
drawings, and interviews with maintenance pertonnel. Scheduled main-
tenance tasks were easily identified through the various scheduling
documents. However, unscheduled maintenance tasks -- maintenance arising
through the occurrence of breakdowns -- are cftsiderably more difficult
to identify. In theory, each of the thousand's of electromechanical
parts from which post office equipment is assembled represents a poten-
tial task in the'sense thateach requires a somewhat different set of
activities for its diagnosis and correction. To identify and analyze
each separate task would be prohibitively expensive. More importantly,
it would be unnecessary.since the skills and knowledges required of
maintenance. personnel are highly similar across repair tasks. This
means'that a reasonably large sample of repair tasks would suffice to
show needed skills and could serve adequately as the basis for develop-
ing examination items.

The supervisor's job, while it encompasses all that a mechanic
does, also includes a variety of administrative tasks that are not so

_conveniently described as are those tasks concerned directly with
equipment. A-portion of the supervisor's responsibility is codified
in the form of official Post Office Department policy and the National
Agreeement of postal employee organizations. Hqwever, much of what the
supervisor is called upon to do from day-to-day is not written down and
could be identified only through extensive interviews with and obser-
vation of postal maintenance supervisors.

Once it had been identified, each task in the, sample was analyzed
into the steps required to carry it out. These steps became the elements
of the task analysis. An example of a task element would be "opens panel
door and feels for loose components and connections," or "removes *set
screws from wheel collar and slips the collar off the axle." Note that
the element includes a detailed description of the behavior involved.
A description such as "cheCks,panel" or "removes collar" would not have
been sufficiently detailed to provide any real idea of what was required.
Any "cues" that guided the mechanic were. also described, for example,
"moves sprocket laterally until chain has I/2-inch sag:"
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Identification of Qualifications

The purpose in analyzing tasks was to identify those character-
istics that-enabled men to carry them out.- These enabling character-
istics constituted the individdal's qualifications for the job of which
the particular tasks were a part. Foremost among these qualifications

were the job knowledges that guided the individual's activities. Each

item of procedural, technical, or theoretical information was'recorded
adjacent to the task element to which it corresponded. This was done'

while the task was being analyzed, since in most cases the knowledges
that enabled the worker to carrry out the task were the same that enabled
the analyst to perform his analysis.

All perceptual, motor, and cognitive skills were described in-as

much detail as possible. Descriptions of perceptual skills were con-

centrated on the nature of the stimuli to be perceived. Motor skills
were described in terms of the individual movements to be performed or
coordinated., Descriptions of cognitive skills dwelt primarily on the

elements of the reasoning process. Since "skills" as they are defined
in this report involve processes that-are not readily describable, the
descriptions that were offered were not intended to communicate any deep

ctunderstanding of the skills involyed. The purpose in providing the
descriptions was less to explain them, than simply to identify for users
of job data those tasks that involve more than the mere acquisition of
information -- tasks thatcwould require considerable practice before
they could be performed ade4uate.ly. It was believed that this intel-
ligence would be of value to personnel managers in identifying tasks
that (a) would require practical, hands-on instruction, (b-) require

performance tests for proficiency assessment, and (c) would be appro-
priate for higher skilled, experienced, senior personnel.

THE NATURE OF ELECTROMECHANICAL MAINTENANCE QUALIFICATIONS

Thy results of the job analysis are best viewed in the.position
descriptions and in the job analysis data sheets provided4as,a part of
the ,job analysis report (19). This chapter will merely summarize the
types of knowledges and skills found to be related to the maintenance

of postalcequipment.

Scheduled Maintenance

The knowledges involved in the performance of scheduled maintenance

are largely procedural. Mechanical inspection is primarily concerned
with equipment deficiencies that can be readily observe a d identified

without elaborate testing. These deficiencies include r kage, mis-

alignment, dirt, grease, excessive noise, vibration, heat, nd looseness.
The routine preventive maintenance, cleaning and lubrication procedures,
required to overcome these deficiencies are, on the whqle, about as
obvious as the deficiencies themselves. Examples are removing dirt an
grease, tightening bolts, belts, and chains, lubritating bearings,
pulleys, chains, and correcting minor misalignment.
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While a majority of corrective maintenance time is consuted in
relatively routine tasks, some portion is spent in activities that
demand a degree of technical knowledge of the following type:

(1) General Maintenance Practices: Knowing the proper methods
of cleaning and lubricating, knowing safety practices in dealing with
mechanical and electrical equipment, and knowing the indications of wear
to belts, pulleys, bearings, and so on.

- (2) Location and Identification: Knowing where assemblies
and parts.are located and being able to identify them.

(3) Normal°Operating Procedures and'Characteristics: Knowing
the steps involved in operating equipment and the characteristics of
normal operating; for example, RPM or response time.

(4) Specific Maintenande Practice: Knowing procedures for
testing, adjusting,, cleaning, lubricating, and servicing specific equip-
ment items.

(5) Equipment Idiosyncrasies: knowing the operating pecu-
liarities or particular maintenance needs of an equipment item at a
particular installation.

Some of the indications of potential or real equipment breakdown
are not readily expressed in verbal terms and therefore require a degree
of perceptual skill. For example, how hot is too hot? How much wear
constitutes a "worn" bearing? How much vibration is acceptable? The
development of the appropriate "mental images" demands considerable
experience in, perceiving northal and abnormal indications, and therefore
qualifies as perceptual skill in terms of this discussion. Turning to
motor skills, few tasks other then soldering, welding, and a few deli-
cate adjustments require highly specialized or complicated response
patterns.

)

"Unscheduled Maintenance .

I
. ,

Unscheduled maintenance, arising from equipmecit, eakdOwns, tends
to be somewhat more varied and is therefore somewhat le s easily reduced
to procedures than is scheduled maintenance. The most hallenging -

aspect of unscheduled maintenance is that of troubleshooting, that is,
locating the source of the breakdown. Sometimes the source is readily
observable as a broken conveyor belt, a burned-out motor, or a parted
cable. However, where the cause is some relatively small part, the
repairman must seek it out. In a few cases, manufacturers, have pre-
pared a set of diagnostic prodedures. that will lead the repairman to
the spurce 'of most troubles. Unfortunately, this type of job aid is
not commonly furnished with postal equipment.'

1 See Trexler and Butler (26) for a discussion of troubleshooting
procedures in connection with postal equipment.
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Where troubleshooting procedures are not provided, the repairman
must apply some knowledge concerning the nature of the equipment to
isolation of the faulty part. In some cases, the cause may be inferred
directly from observed symptoms. For example, mail accumulating on top
of the Letter Sorting Machine is likely to be caused by misalignment of
the decoder assembly. Sometimes the symptom -cause information is gen-
erated from the mechanic's experience, while in other cases it derives
from a knowledge of what eaCh.part is supposed to do. -

As equipment grows In comPlexity, the interrelationships among the
various parts make it difficult to associate a particular symptom with
any one pa4. Rather, the repairman must undertake a series of checks
to progressively narrow down the trouble source until the faulty part
is pinpointed. The repairman's ability to plot and carry out an effi -.
cient series of checks depends on his knowledge of the equipment's
internal operation, his ability to perceive the interrelationships
involved, and his capacity for making the logical inferences necessary
to identify the cause of the failure.

Repair, that ig, the removal.and replacement of a faulty part, is
generally less complicated than troubleshooting. In many cases the
steps involved are rather obvious from the way the equipment is put
together. Where a mechanism or assembly is particularly complex,
diagrams or instructions are generally, provided to aid the repairman
in assembly and disassembly. Sometimes a degree of perceptual skill
is involved in seeing how parts fit together, but often the only motor
skills required are those involved in soldering or welding.

Supervision

Like his mechanics, the Mail Processing Equipment supervisor)
devotes a considerable amount of his time to actual maintenance. The
tasks that occupy his attention are guiding difficult repair jobs,
expediting emergency repairs to urgently needed equipment, inspecting
critical items for incipient breakdowns, establishing safety precau-
tions toprevent personal injury and damage to the equipment, install-
ing and modifying equipment and submitting occasional recommendations
for minor design changes. To perform these duties well, the supervisor
must possess a thorough understanding of his equipment, its design
characteristics, its theory of operation, and'its individual idiosyn:
crasies. Having little to do with the nore routine aspects of mainte-
nance, the supervisor would not be expected to have retained a detailed
knowledge of routine maintenance procedures or of the voluMe of tech-
nical information that accompanies their application.

As the first line administrator of maintenance policy,' the super-,
visor is called upon to establish work assignments, help assign

1 Throughout the.remainder of this report reference will be made to
"supervisor" rather than foreman since the foreman term is gen-
erally used in connection withqualification examinations.
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priorities of repair., adjust work schedules to cope with absences and
other contingencies, conduct training, and prepare equipment reports ,

and recommendations. The ability-to administer effectively requires
at the very least a knowledge of the maintenance policy to be adminis-
tered, primarily that set forth in Maintenance Management Facilities
Handbook (28). However, since official policy cannot be expected to
anticipate all eventualities, the supervisor must exercise considerable
judgment in dealing with individual maintenance problems as they erise.
As a decision maker and problem solver he must possess and be able to
apply a knowledge of individual worker strengths and weaknesses, the
roles of various equipment items in mail processing, and various costs
including both maintenance costs and operating costs associated with
equipment downtime.

As
f
a manager of people, the supervisor becomes an executor of Post

Office Department personnel policies, as described in the Postal Manual
and in various local guides to personnel procedures. In his,capacity
as a personnel manager, the supervisor reviews leave requests, deals
initially with unauthorized absences, recommends workers for promotion,
processes employee suggestions, listens to grievances, and counsels
workers on a variety, of job-related problems. Effective personnel
administration is important to any organization, however, maintenance
supervisors have objected to the degree of emphasis given to questions
on personnel administration in existing supervisory examinations -- at
least in relation to the meager doverage of maintenance administration.
Their objections are supported by the results of the job analysis
survey (19) which showed that relatively little time was devoted`to
personnel matters.

,Underlying all of the superVisor's actions is a need to maintain
an acceptable level of productivity on the part of his work force -- to
establish a,working relationship between himself and his workers, as
well as among the individual workers, that will lead to an effective
maintenance operation. To assess the Supervisor's capacities in this
area, existing supervision tests contain a substantial number of items
dealing with the supervisor' sffbility to provide effective "leadership,"
that is, items dealing with his "interpersonal relations."

The desirability of this type of question was challenged in the
present study on two counts: First, the existence of any single set
of behaviors that could be said to constitute "effective leadership"
can be questioned. Individual employees respond differently to a
particular approach, so that what constitutes good leadership for one
employee may not-be effective for another. Secondly, in this area
particularly,, there is often a substantial difference between knowing
what is desirable behavior and actually exhibiting 'it. Whether a
supervisor attempts to "understand a worker's viewpoint" or attempts
to "involve him in decision making," for example, is as likely to be
a function of hisown'basic personality patterns as it is his knowledge
that such is considered good leadership. To what extent tests of
interpersonal relations measure actual supervisor qualifications as
opposed to simple "book knowledge" is an open question. In any case,
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bec.ause of the investigators' doubts as to the validity of this type
of test item, it was eliminated from the study with the approval of
the Post Office Department.

PREPARATION OF TEST-ITEMS

The basicbasic source of.content for the test itemswas the description
.of knowledges and skills that grew out of the analysis of maintenance '

and superviory skills. In some cases these descriptions furnished
all! of the information required for the test item, while in other, cases
°the descriptions referenced information contained in related technical
manuals, policy manuals, and textbooks. In general, the types of items
assigned to each form were as follows:

Apprentice Test

1. Common maintenance procedures including use and care
of tools, safety precautions, preventive maintenance
and repair of common components such as motors, bear- -

ings, and mechanical linkage.,
2. Preventive maintenance and minor repairs of common

equipment in use by the post office including
conveyors and communication equipment.

Since the Apprentice test would be administered to applicants from
outside the maintenance craft, and in some cases outside of the postal
service itself, a "passing score" would be based solely'upon items from
the first category.

MPE Mechanic Test

1. Items similar to but more complex than those appearing
in the Apprentice test.

2. Preventive maintenance and minor repairs to equipment
that is unique to the post office.

To permit application of the MPE. Mechanic test to personnel out-
side of the postal service and outside of the maintenance crafts0.
only items from the firpt category mould be used in determining the
"passing" score.

MPE Senior Mechanic Test '

1. Items-similar to but more,complex than those appearing
in the Intermediate test. 0

2. Items related/to the major repair of all types of equip-
ment including items dealing with such information as .

normal operating values and tolerances, symptom-cause

Many promising candidates for MPE Mechanic positions would not be
willing to enter the maintenance craft at,the'PFS 5-6 level.
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relationships, troubleshooting procedures, and
principles of operation.

Supervisory Test

1. Items similar to the more complicated items from
Category 2 of the Senior Mechanic test.

2. Factual. items concerned with maintenance and per-
sonnel administrative procedures.

3. Items calling for judgment in applying maintenance
and personnel policy to the solution of sup'e'rvisory
problems.

GENERAL CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS

It was not possible within the time and money constraints of the
present study to pioneer novel item formats. Under agteement with the
Post OffiF,e Department the five-alternative multiple-choice type of
items was continued. However, a numbel' of steps were taken to improve
the value of the multiple-choice items,in assessing underlying skills
and knowledges. The most important of these steps were the following:

(1) Readability. Vocabulary and grammar were made as simple
as possible, within the limits imposed by' the technical nature of the
work, in order to-minimize the role of verbal intelligence and maximize
that of specific job knowledge and skill. Where practical, diagrams
were used in lieu of verbal descriptions.

(2) Terminology. The role of terminology was greatly.reduced.
Items involving pure pomenclature were eliminated. While this type of
itemohas been the mainstay of technical examinations, there is little
evidence that knowing what something is called is critical in dealing .

with it'. Moreover, terms tend to differ from one situation or loca-
tion to another. In addition to eliminating pure nomenclature items,
an attempt was made to reduce the dependency upon terminology in
general. The use of diagrams instead of- terms to represent things was
a step in this direction.

(3) Application. Where possible, questions called for the
application of information rather thin its mere recall. The purpose of
this was to allow the exercise of reasoning skills involved in solving
troubleshooting and repair problems. While it would have been desirable,
to require the examinee to work problems. from the actual technical
manuals used on the job, the availability of such manuals was found to
be very uncertain. Therefore, mechanical and electrical schematics'
were provided with the test. Some of these represented' items of postal
equipment, while others were schematics created solely for test purposes.
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MINIMUM STANDARDS

To be employed as a selection device, a test must ha a "passing':
score, a score below which candidates will not be considered for employ-
ment or promotion. The cutting score itself is usuall set at a level
that will assure an adequate supply of personnel and rovide an accept-
able probability of success. However, the usual pa ing score represents
a total of correct answers and can be attained on any combination of test
items; it cannot be directly-related to any particular body of knowledge
that the examinee possesses. The passing score has no "absolute" mean-
ing. This is a distinct handicap to a personnel manager attempting to
relate an individual applicant's abilities to the needs of the job.

To help overcome this apparent deficiency, an attempt was made to
prepare, for each PFS level, a set of items that could be logically
viewed as representing minimum knowledge standards. To be considered
"qualified'; for the position he seeks, the candidate would have to be
able to answer correctly all of these items (or almost all, allowing for
a small margin of error),. Items to be counted toward a passing score
would meet the following criteria:

(1) The general area of content should be one with which all
applicants taking a test can be expected to be familiar. This txcluded
items dealing directly with equipment specific to the Post Office in
the cases of the Apprentice and Intermediate tests.

(2) The items should be viewed by job incumbents at the level
for which the test is intended as an item that everyont should be capable
of pasging.

(3) A sufficient number of examinees should pass the item to.,
assure an adequate'supply of successful applicants.
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Chapter 4

PRELIMINARY ADMINISTRATION

Using the results of the job analysis, a pool of 384 multiple-
choice test items was developed. The next step in the study was to
administer the items to a sample of maintenance personnel in order to
determine the relation between performance.,on the item and indices of
job proficiency.

PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY TESTS

Each of the 384 items was assigned to one of the gour tests
Apprentice (98 items), Mechanic (70 items), Senior Mechanic (13.6 --

items), and Supervisor (80 items). Since the examinations were being
developed for a set of job positions whose status was only that of a
proposal, a true sample of job incumbents did not actually exist:
However, inasmuch as the proposed positions had been converted from
existing positions, iewas not difficult to pair each examination with
the position representing the same set of job duties. The examinations

and their corresponding positions were:

Proposed Position
Helper (PFS-4)
Apprentice (PFS-5 & 6)
Mechanic (PFS-7)
Senior Mechanic (PFS -8)
Supervisor (PFS-10)

Existing Position
Helper (PFS-4),
General Mechanic (PFS-5)
MPE Mechanic (PFS-6)
MPE Mechanic (PFS-7)
MPE Supervisor (PFS-9)

The plan of administration for the preliminary tests was to give
each test not only to personnel in the appropriate position, but also to
personnel at those PFS levels immediately aboVe and below it. For
example, the Senior Mechanic's test would be administered not only to
the level 7 Mechanics, but to the level 9 Supervisors and level 6

Mechanics. The purpose of this multiple administration was to guard.
against loss of an item in the event the researchers had misjudged what
level was appropriate. For example, an item intended for the 7-level
position might become, on the basis of the preliminary administration,
more appropriate for level 9 or level 6 personnel. The administration

plan is depicted in Figure 1.
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PLAN OF ADMINISTRATION OF PRELIMINARY TEST ITEMS

Examinees

General
Helper Mechanic Mechanic Mechanic Supervisor

Test (PFS-4) (PFS-5) (PFS-6)- (PFS-7) (PFS-9)
'";-

Apprentice X X - X

Mechanic X X X X

Senior Mechanic X X X

Supervisor X' X

'Figure 1
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Time limitation; prevented the trial administration of entire
tests to examinees at the 6, 7, and 9 levels. Therefore, all tests
were dividecrinto two'forms'of approximAtely equal length with one-form
ofeach dxamination'being administered to randot halveS of the examinee
_sample at the three levels.

Sample. The -preliminary .exami ations were administered January
2131, 1969, to personnel at the-l3 most highly hechanized U.S.'post
offices, lOcated in Buffalo, Chicag , Cincinnati, Denver, Detroit;
Houston; Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, Omaha, Portland, Sacramento,
and St. Paul. .All personnel on all tours were examined, excluding only
those unavailable owing to annual (51- sick leave. The total numbers for.
each job position are: Helper (PFS-4) 89; General Mechanic-(PFS-5) 32;
MPE Mechanic (PF.S-6) 351; MPE Mechanic (PFS -7) 118; supervisor (PFS-9)
62. While several' factor's make it difficult to ctetermine what percent
of assigned personnel,these numbers represent; it may be safely estimated

'that the figure is in excess of 80%. that is critical is that there did
not appearto be arty selective factors operating to make the examined
sample unrepresentatiVe of We total population o personnel defined by
the post offices studied.

CRITERION INFORMATION

The purpose of the preliminary administration was to collect
information that would be of value-in determining the validity-of items
for the i:dentifitation of qualified personnel.: One index of validity

...

would be the relation between an indiVidual's performance on an item
and his position within the career hierarchy. On the whole one would
expect workers in a particular job to be better able to answer a job-
related question' than individuals who are somewhat lower in the
hierarchy. If, for example, an item.ls to be used to select MPE
mechanics., then MPE mechanics' shouldDanswer it correctly with greater
frequency than Apprentices. If this were not the case, one might with
good cause question. Whether the item assesses knowledges and skills
to at are related to the mechanic's job.

A second index of validity to be collected was a ranking of all
personnel on a particular tour, by that tour supervisor. The ranking
was to be performed'in term§.. of the overall proficiency of each indi-
vidual in the maintenance Of postal equipment. By makingidistinctions
among,individuals holding a given job position, the rankings would
provide a more refined'index of proficiencyythan would job position
alone. It would also correct for situations where an individual at
lower level was for one reason or another more proficient,than some

1 To avoid using two sets of terms, reference will be made to proposed
positions rather'thanthose existing at the time of the study. The
reader should bear'the fact .in mind when proposed position titles are
used in connection with results of the preliminary administrafion:

0
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individual holding a higher position. The use of ranks rather than an
absolute rating was intended to force supervisors to make distincfions
among subordinates and not to alloW them to rate-everyone as "good" or
"bad .a'. Since rankings,provide a measure, of relative status within a
group, the method eliminates any differences among different groups.
While this arbitrary equating of groups has the'advantage of eliminating
inter-rater differences, that is, differences due to variation in
standards employed by individual supervisors, it has the undesirable
.effect of eliminating any true differences among the groups as well.
Unfortunately, there is no way in a rating system of distinguishing
inter -rater from true inter-group .differences. After coniMeration'
of the situation in which ratings would be collected, the researchers
chose/the ranking approach as being the most likely to provide a valid
indication of ability,. 1

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES p

e

Subjects were administered the preliminary examinations in small
groups, generally from one-quarter to one-half of a particular tour at
a time They were infdrmed that the purpose of the examination was
not to evaluate the employees, but - rather to "test the test," and that
the results would be kept confidential. They were invited to make
comments concerning the examination items, either orally or in written
form on the back of the answer sheets. No time limit was imposed.

In addition to answering each test item, examinees were asked two
questions about the item. First, they were asked whether they found
the item to be related to their particular job. The obvious purpose of

`,this was to provide a check upon each item's job releVance. The second
question aske&them to judge whether an item reflected a minimum standard .

for their-job, that is, was the item'one that any qualifiedindividual
at their level should be able to answer cirrect1N. This information was

:required in the selection of items to couAt'toward a passing score, as
described earlier. Total administration time for the preliminary exami-
nations ranged from approximately one-arid one-half hours fOr the more
rapid Supervisors to three-and one-half hours for the slower Helpers,

- Upon completing the examination, each individual was administered
a job activity questtionnaire as part of the job analysis project described
earlier. The one related item of informatidn collected on this question-
naire was the indication of the individual's job position. Superiisors,
in addition to completing the job activity questionnaiA, were also asked

. to r k all persoinel on their tours. The indication of job position and
the king were thetwo items of criterion information mentioned
previ sly.
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-ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The following statistics were compiled for each examination item:

(1) Job relevance -- the percent of examinees in each job
position. indicating the'item was considered jobrelevan .

(2) Minimum standard -- the perc ent of examinees in each job
position-indicating that the item reflected a minimum
standard.

(3) Item response -.- the percent of examinees in each job
position selecting each of the five-alternative answers.

(4) Ranking -- the mean rank of all examinees (excluding
supervisors, who were not ranked) selecting each of the
five alternative responses.

Before ranks could be averaged to obtain the mean rankS, it was
necessary to convert,each individual's rank to a norma4zed score. This
was done in accordance with a table prepared by Fisher and Yates (11).
By this process an individual' who, for eXampl.e, ranked first in a group
of three individuals, would receive a score re esenting.a point in a
normal distribution Corresponding t0< the mid oin of the upper third of
the. distribution. This conversion permitter in idualv from different
size groups to be directly compared and for stat tical manipulations
to be performOd upon the rankings'. .

Data from answer sheets were entered into the HumRRO IBM 360/40
computer for compilation of necessary statistics. Since the desired
information concerned the relation between individual items and cri-
terion variables, no attempt was made to score entire tests or to
determine relationshi s between individual items and a total score.



Chapter 5

.DEVELOPMENT OF FINAL QUALIFICATION EXAMINATIONS

The development of a final set of qualification examinations
involved (a) establishing, the validity of examination items, (b) select-
ing a set of items for each examination, and Cc) assembling selected
items into a seriest of examinations.

OVERALL ITEM VALIDITY

When examining a large number of test items, one may expect that a
certain number will exhibit a elat'onship with the criteria of validity
through chance factors alone. ple, some items will be-answered
correctly more often by mechanics than apprentices even if all, items
were answeted randomly by both groups. It was therefore necessary to k!

inspect the overall distribution of item validity statistics before
attempting to identify any individual items as "valid."

Figure 2, represents a distribution of items classified according
to the average rank'of individuals selecting the correct alternative.,
The bar labeled "highest Mean ra4ng" indicates the number of items
where the correct alternative was selected by individuals having the
highest mean normalized supervisor ranking -- in short, these are the
items in which the *est" people selected the'correct answer. Items in
the "second highest" category are those in'Which the,correct alternative
had the second highestalean rank, that is the "best people" chose'some
other alternative. In preparing Figure 2, the highest ranking alter-
native was ignored-if chbsen by less than 10% of theototal sample on
the grounds that a mean based on such a small number-would not be suf-
ficiently stable to warrapit consideration. The "less than 10%" category
in the figure indicates the instances in which the correct alternative
was selected by less than 10% of the sample.

For Figure 2, it can be seen that in 302 of the 384 preliminary
items (79%),,the correct answer was selected by those with the highest
mean supervisor rating. While it would be difficult to determine whdt
constitutes a "chance" distribution of item alternatives with respect.
to the rating criterion, it is clear that chance fattors cannot exp.lain
the obtained result. The fact that the higher rated workers chose the
correct answer on the overwhelming majority of items is an indication
that the preliminary test as a whole possessed a degree of validity
withrespect to supervisor ratings.

The examination of each individual. item alternatile dliffers some-
what from the more conventional approach to item analygis in which
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results are reduced to "pass" versus "fail" (all distractors are grouped
together in a single "fail" category). By the latter practice, an item
would be considered'valid if the correct answer were favored over the
grouped'distractors, even though an individual distractor might consti-
tute a better answer according to the criterion-employed. The standard
imposed in the present study, that the correct answer be favored over
all distractors, while a more stringent requirement, seemed a loistical-
ly more defensible one.

Figure 3 displays a distribution of items ordered in terms of the
difference in the percent Of individuals in pairs of job positions get-
ting the correct answer. A "+" score indicates that the difference
favors the-higher job_position; a "-" score indicatesthat it favors
a lower position. FOrexample, were 85% of Supervisors and 73% of
Senior Mechanics to have obtained the correct answer to a question, the
differendeof +12% would be entered in the +10 to 14% interval.

The preponderance' of items show a difference in favor of the higher
of thelwo jobs compared in each pair of positions. The most successful
distinctions appear to be between the Apprentice acid Helper positions/
and between. the MeChanic and Apprentice positions. The fact that the
percentages, for Apprentices are based an only 32 subjects acc. nts in
some part for the large number of very sizeable (+20 and over) if-
ferences. While the real validity of items in this interval is doubt-
edly less than that indicated, it seems safe to say that the majori
of itemsate capable of making valid distinctions among the three lower
level groups.

The ability of, items to make valid discriminations,appears much
less at the higher than the 'lower level groups, although the jnajority
of ktems still favor the higher of each pair of positions compared. In
the case of Mechanics and Senior, Mechanics, therelatively small dif-
ferences reflect a yell established similarity in job duties. As for ,

Supervisors and Senior Mechanics, the differences appear to be related
to the type of item involved. Those items that favor Supervisors most
markedly primarily deal with administrative matters, information
concerned with postal policies and procedure's: lAlthough certain of.
the Senior Mechanics, in the capacity of acting supervisor, May.occa-
sionally deal with such matters, their familiarity with this type of
question should not be as great as that o,

Turning to the items that fall in Or near the "no difference"
category (-4 to +4), the majority of them are of a technical nature.
While it is.true that the Supervisor.is expected to provide technical
guidance and assistance,to his subordinates, his heavy involvement in
administrative Matters will naturally atten to to some extent his n
technical proficiency.' Tt.is understandable that items of a technical
nature will, therefore;'make little distinc ion between Supervisors
and Senior Mechanics.

. e

On the basis of the results displayed in Figures 2 and 3, it
appeared reasonable to conclude that the preliminary tests, as a
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Distribution of Items According to the Difference in Percent of
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whole, were capable of making
of rated and classified (job
possible to proceed with the
the items with the expectatio
chance fluctuations of invali
by the final tests, that is,
guishing the better from the
be established through their a
of workers.

SELECTION OF ITEMS

A set of standards for t
developed, jointly by represen
Bureau of Personnel, U.S. Pos
an item was to meet these con

d distinctions of differing levels
tion) proficiency. It was, therefore,
ction of the most valid-appearing of
at they represented something more than

tems. The degree of validity possessed
accurate the tests would be in distin-

rer workers, would, of course, have to
ministration to an independent sample

e selecti( n o examination items was
at'ves of the HumRRO staff and of the .

ffice Department. Under these standards,
ions:

(1) T correct)alternative must have had the highest mean
normalized,ratiking,'that is, selected by the "best" peoPle.

" (2) The item must e considered job relevant by over half of
the examinees in the positio .for which the examination is to be used.

(3) 1The item must be answered correctly by no less than 20%
of theexaminees in the position for which the examination is to be
.used, and no more than Wolof the examinees.in the positions from which
applicants would come.

(4) The 'content of the item must be appropriate to the job
position for which it is to be, used, as described in Chapter 3.

The above general standards did not fit all cases so that it was
necessary.to introduce certain qualifications to avoid discarding usable
items. The first qualification was that an item in which Vtio correct
alternative was "second-ranked" might be used if (a) the number of
individuals selecting. the first, ranked alternative was relatively small,
that is, between 10 and.20%1, (b) the mean rankings were close to that
of the first ranked alternative, and (c) the percent of correct answers
in the position for which the exam was intended was greater than that
for the position below it by 10% or more. Where validity statistics
favored both the correct answer and some diStractor, the latter, while
technically incorrect, was generally found to have some degree of truth..
To improve sudh.items, the incorrect alternative was replaced by a less
attractive distractor. Where this was done, the percent choosing both
alternatives was "credited" to the correct alternative in subsequent
data treatment.

1 Recall that an alternative selected by less than 10% of the sample
was ignored entirely.
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A second qualification was needed to deal with the fact that nor-
malized ranks were not available for supervisors. In the case of
administrative questions, the standard employedovas that the correct
answer should be obtained by a greater percentage of supervisors than
mechanics. Certainly-a supervisor should be more knowlOgeable ii
administrative matters than-an individual.who is primarily a technician,
and an item of this nature, in order to be valid, must reflect this.
However, the same-reasoning does not hold for teciTnical items. While
a supervisor should be technically proficient and able to guide techni-
cal activities, it is not reasonable to expect him to surpass the highest
level of technician, although it is reasonable to expect him to be as
competent as the best-technicians: Therefore, An item in which the
correct alternative was selected by the highest ranked technicians was
considered appropriate for supervisors, pi,bvided it met all other
standards.

FINAL QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS

A total of 339 of the original 384 items met criteria,for inclusion
in final qualifying examinations. From these items two alternative forms
were prepared for each of the four positions. In assigning items to
tests, the following constraints mere imposed:

(1) No item may be assigned to more than two different tests.

(2) No item .should appear on both forms of the same test.

(3) An item assigned to two tests (201 items were so assigned)
mustappear on different forms of the test*(e.g., Form 1
for the Apprentice test, Form 2 for the Mechanic test).

(4) The two forms of a particulaitest should have the same
approximate mean and distribution of item difficulties
(i.e., percent passing the item).

Item Difficulty

The distribution. of item difficulties, that is, percent` passing
each item, is shown in Figure 4. The mean 6f individual itet\job
relevance percentages is also shown. On the whole, the two foims for
each test evidence a:similar pattern. .An exact match, was difficult to
achieve owing to the loss of flexibility which resulted .from the require-
ment that an item appearing on Form 1 of one test be assigned-to Form 2
of the other test upon which it appeared. The results of this restric-
tion ,are most evident in,the Senior Mechanic's test where there are
sizeable differences in the numbers of items at each ofthe lower dif-
ficulty leveli-(higher percent passing). However, note that differences
at one level are largely counterbalanced by differences in the opposite
direction at the next highest level --'indeed, were 20% instead of 10%
intervals employed, the distribution for the two forms of the Senior
Mchanic's test would look almost the same.
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The distributions shown in Figure 4 are not offered as evidence of -

"real" inter-form equivalence; the matching process involved undoubtedly
capitalized on chance similarities that would not,appear in subsequent
administrations. Each form must be standdrdized °Tan independent sample,
and equivalence achieved through statistical adjustment. The dispro-
portionate'number of low difficulty (high percent passing). items reflects
the presence of the "minimum standard" items discussedbelow.

Test Length

The number of items assigned to each test is indicated in Figure 4.
With the exception of the Mechanic test, the examinations are about the
same length. While the Apprentice test is a bit shorter than.the other
two, the examinees (current 4 levet Helpers) are somewhat slower test
takers and theadministration time should be about the same -- one and
one-half to two hours.

The fact that the Mechanic examination has almost twice the number
of `item as the'othersis a result of the fact that more items were

. appropr ate to this position in content and their tendency to discrim-
inate-b tween current Apprentice and Helper level personnel. However,
it is 'a so true.that nb effort was made o reduce the length of this
exaMination in recognition of the fact t at the net lowest position,
the PFS-6 Apprentice. position, was not covered by an examination. If.
au examination is deemed necessary as a prerequisite to the 6-level
°Apprentice position, it should be possible to obtain a sufficient num-
ber of job relevant items from the Mechanic test to prepare an additional
examination in alternate forms.

Job Relevance

To be included in any examination, an item had to be judged job
rek#vant by more than SO% of those.holding positions for which the
examinatift was designed to select personnel. The mean of the actual
percentages for all items in a test were as follows:

.'

Test Mean Percent Test Mean Percent
----. . .

Apprentice Senior Mechanic
Form 1 78.3 Form-1 81.3
Form 2 1 80.1 Form 2 82.0
Total 79.2 Total 81.6

Mechanic Supervisor
Form 1 82.4 Form'l 93.9
,Form 2 82.0 Form 2 92.3
Total 82.2 Total 93.1

For the three technical positions, item g- averaged about 80% of
examinees judging them job relevant. The supervisors averaged 100
higher. The principal reason for this difference appears to be the
difference in scope between maintenance and supervisor jobs. Those
performing the maintenance often tend to specialize on a particular
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/ group of equipments; test items that deal with other pieces of eqUipdent,
while perhaps job relevant in general, are not relevant to specific indi-
vidual jobs and therefore were judged "not relevant." The duties of
supervisors, on the other hand, are far more similar and it is therefore
easier to find'items of,near universal job relevance. In any case it
may be fairly said that the qualification examinations, as a whole, are
judged by the great majority of trainees to be relevant to their
particular jobs.,v,

Minimum Standard Items

Some portion of the selected items were to be designated as "minimum
standard items," that is, items to be counted toward a passing score.
The requirements for a minimum standarditem were that (a) its content
be appropriate to all positions within a particular job; (b) the item be-
viewed by current jobholders as representing a minimum standard, and
(c) a sufficient number of present jobholders have actually passed the
item. -The second.two considerations were quantitative and required set-
ting numerical levels., These levels had to be set sufficiently high to
assure that the item did indeed reflect the-minimum standard, yet low
enough to provide enough items for reliable measurement. The standards
ultimately arrived at hy representativeS of the research staff,and the
,Post Office' epartment were that (a) at least 75% of, current jobholders
must view the item as reflecting a minimum standard, and (b)at least
80% of current jobholders should have pased the itep. The pumber of
minimum standard items for each test, along with the mean percent of
examinees passing the items and the mean percent judging thei as a
minimum standard are:

Minimum Standard

Number Mean Percent ' Mean Percent
Test of Items Passing Judging
--,---

87 .

86

Apprentice
Form 1 12 90

Form 2 12 89

Mechanic
Form 1" 17 92

Form 2 17 91 "

Senior Mechanic
Form). 12 91

Form 2 12 .88

Supervisor
Form 1 17 88

Form 2 17 89

80

81

80

75

fe

83

84
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INTERNAL CONSISTENCY

No attempt has been made to determine the internal consistency of
items within the preliminary item pool or the final test. Such"internal
consistency measures as inter-item, part-whole, or split-half correla-
tion would provide no information concerning the value of individual
items or the overall test for the purposes for which the'test.was
intended.

Where a test is designed to measure a variable representing some
unitary construct such as "job skill," it is reasonable to expect a
high correlation among the items or subtests comprising the test. How-

., ,

ever, the examination.under development was not intended to measure such
a Nari.able.- Rather, it was designed to sample from a defined population
of knowledges and skills. While the inter-correlation of individual

. items maybe of interest, it provides no in ex of the value of indi-
vidual items or the overall test. On the c ntrary, wh.re certain items.
to be discarded because of loW internal consistency, the resulting
sample would no longer represent the population of knowledges'and
skills. Whi?.e. the test might achieve psychometric reliability, it
would do so only at a sacrifice of sampling reliability.

4$
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Chapter 6

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT\,

The efforts undertaken in this study represent only a step in the
development of an improved system of worker assessment within the postal
service. Further activity should be initiated under auspices of the

(

Post Office Department toward (a) validation of the proposed qualifying
examinations, (b) development of techniques to expand the assessment of
worker qualifications, and (c) coordination of qualification examinations
with other personnel activities.

VALIDATION OF QUALIFYING EXAMtNATIONS1

In preparing they qualifying examinations described in this report,
the following steps were taken to enhance the power of each measure to
provide a valid assessment of the individual worker's ability to perform
the job for which he is'a candidate:

(1) A survey of prior research was conducted to identify
approaches to the measurement of job proficiency that have'proven

A valid in the pasty

(2) The development of test content was based Upon a compre-
hensive and detailed. analysis of job tasks along with their associated
skills and knowledges.

1

(3) All items were administered to a group of individuals
representative df the population for which the examination is intended
and the general relation of items to supervisor ratings and job position
was examined.

0 (4) Only those items that appear to be "valid" in terms of
the stated criteria were incorporated in the final qualifying examina-

.

ttons .

The application of a developedrtest to an independent sample for the
purpose of obtaining test-criterion cor elations is frequently termed
"cross- validation." We have avoided u Of the term because of the
unfortunate implication that a test may be considered as having been
validated prior to undertaking this step. We would reserve the term
"cross-validation" for application to a new population of a test
already validated with respect to some initial population.'
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In view of the proCess by which qualification tests were developed,
it appears'highlyqikely that.they are capable of making valid dittinc7
flans among, workers in terms of'theirproficiency for the jobs for which
the examinations 'vere-intended.: HOwever the degree of relationship or

4' the certainty of its existence cannot be determined without application
of .the proposed tests to'-an independent'group,of,workerst

'0

The validation,s ple cannot and need not be 'as. largeas the item
analysis samplesince the entire test may be expected td be more valid
than any individual item. Because-of the relatiVely small numbers Of
individuals involved, it'should-be possible to collect co-worker ratings
as Well:as supervisor ratings.

.

rt

Consideration should be given to a comparison of the proposed
examinations with those currently in use. HoWever, such a'cOmparison
should be approached with caution as it would require use of a criterion
sufficiOntly reflective.of job performance to shOw the'specific job
orientation of the proposed examinations. Either a work sample measure,
or rating based.on controlled observation-of 'job behavior should be used
if any improvements in job relevance are.to be shown. Until some sort-
of validation program is conducted; the ability of the proposed exami-;:-
nations to assess individual worker qualifications'must'remain an
unconfirmed hypothesis', regardless of the amount of a priori information
that can be advanced in its favor.

,SUGGESTED FURTHER,DEVELOPMENTS

,

The examinations developed under the research program describedt
2 in this text cover only a portion of the worker qualifications;that
were outlinedin dhapter 2. To be specific, they are confined to a
sample Offithe powledges and of certain of the mental- skills involved

Maintbnance° of electromechanical postal equipment. If the postal
service is to, attaina valid and equitable program of worker assessment,
fOris must be undertaken to extend the scope of examinations to cover

a greater range of, worker qualifications.

Performance Examinations - '

'A-program of performance examinations should be instituted with
a requirement that job candidates demonSt ate their ability to perform
hi:ne,sampie of tasks called for in :the-ja to'whiCh they aspire either ,
as a condition of promotion before-the eriod of probation has ended.

, Et is believed that a perfotmance test program o be effective should .*
have the following ohai4cteristiCS:; 7- L.

(l) skill brieittaon. While a.performance examination shoji
call for application of all tubs ;of 'job-relatedknowledges and skilrs,
it should'give emphasis to perdeptdal, motor, and cognitive skills that
are difficult'to assess through written-tests.,..These skills are most
hektVfly..repreented in tasks associated with (a) diagnosis, removal,
and repair of equipment breakdowns, (b) alignmentparticularly of the
more delicate mechanisms of complicated equipment such as, the Letter
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Sorting Machine, and (c) inspection skills, particularly those associated
with the visual and aural detection of unserviceable parts.

a

(2) Individual- administration. °Because of the demands which
they bake Upon equipment time,,petformancel'examinations are generally
administered to one individual at a time. While more costly than group
examinations; an individually administered examination permits the

.content of performance tests 'to be tailored'to the needs of individual
postal installations and specific job positions. The mole of theyost
Office Department in assembly of such taid.cired performance tests would
be the establishment of guidelines covering the selection of tasks,
preparation of administrative procedures, and development of proceduies
for interpretation of results, including the preparation of scoring '
standards.

(3) Coordination with training.. in view of the.expense
involved in administering performance tests, it is desirable that their
application be closely coordinated with training in order that training
resources, both personnel and equipment, may be shared. Unfortunately,
maintenance training throughout the postal service does not appear to
be sufficiently standardized to permit its integration with a formal
service-wide examination system at the present time. '

(4) Research data: In addition.to providing a means of
assessing worker qualifications, performance.tests proiride a criterion
for the validation of other types of tests including simulated perform-
-ance tests and written,examinations. Procedures for administering
'performance tests should be established with a view toward. the possible
role of performance tests in the validation of other types of tests by
Post Office Department personnel.

ASSEMBLED TESTS

Where jobs are highly complex or extremely varied, as iu the case
of managerial positions, assessment by means of a relatively brief_
examination is inappropriate; an individual's prior education and'
experience provides a more reliable index of his potential.' The use
of "assembled examinations,",as the-process is called within the postal
service, is also of val 'ue in dealing with highly specific positions for
which preparation of a set of formal examinations is unfeasible.

Because an examination is of an assembled nature does not exempt
it frOrr the need to be highly job-related. Such examinations should
be based, upon the same.comprehensive and detailed study of job'
activities and qualifications as were used in the preparation of the,
formal examinations describedin this report.
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APTITUDE TESTS
--N

. A fundamental premise underlying the development of qualification
tests described in this report was,thatan aspirant for a job. eserves
an opportunity to demonstrate his ability for that particular job and
that this demonstration should not be Confounded with factors related
to his ability to learn- future jobs. On the other hand,"-a measure of
-ability to learn, of the individual's general aptitude for-work in a ,

particular areal can be a valuable *aid in career. planning, provided it
is adequately distinguished from the individual's specific job qualifi-
cation. It is suggested that in pursuing deVelopment of aptitude tests;
the Post Office Department s itch from the use of specific aptitude
measures, for.example,,Mech nAcal Aptitude Test, to a single differen-
tial aptitude test battery capable of assessing aptitudes for a variety
of job areas. A differential aptitude test - battery, administered to .

all postal employees, would aid personpei managers in (a) steering new
employees down promising career paths, (b-) iden if)*ring most likely
candidate 'for supervisory and managerial poSit ons, (c) selecting
appropriate personnel for special training and e ucational programs,
and (d) transferring personnel from one craft to another as situations
demand.

In thedsame way that'an attempt was made to purge job qualification
tests of general aptitude factors; a differential aptitude test should
be made relatively. free of specific job content. If this is not done,
an individual with a smattering of knowledge in a particular area may .

achieve a higher score than one who is fundamentally a more promising
candidate. Each of the military services currently uses some form -of, '

differential aptitude test in 'the classification and assignment, of its
personnel.

BEHAVIOR RATINGS

The importance of perSonality factors was emphasized in Chapter 2.
While current personality tests do not appear suitable for use in an
employment situation -- particularly within the government service
-- the use of some form of behavior rating appears both practical and
desirable.- 'It is suggested that the. Post Office Department prepare
rating scales to 'become a standard part of qualifitation assessment.
It is believed that rating scales will achieve, the highest possible
,validity and utility if these guidelines are, followed:

--,,

(1) Ratings should be performed by immediate supervisors,
section leade;;.or other individuals who are closely associated with
the individual being rated.

.

(2) Ratings should identify specific behaviors-rather than
. general, traits, that is,,how often the individual its tardy rather than

... .

'uPunctuality" dr-"inausetiOugness."

(3) While many relevant personality factors will be general
in nature, an attempt should be made to tailor rating scales to
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individual jobs. This requires that rating scales be.developed from
detailed job descriptive infOrmation.

(4) Personality scales should be validated against some'
overall criteria of job proficiency in the same manner as qualification
examinations. ''.

I 4
. ... .

(5) Objective methods should be developedfor combining the
results of ratings with other assessment factors.- . .

COORDINATION WITH OTHER PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES

Implem tation of valid job-oriented qualification examinations
may be expec ed to raise to some extent the level of proficiency
represente n the jobs affected.' However, full benefit of rigorously
established qualification examinations and standards will not. be
realized unless certain aspects of other, related personnel activities
are-coordinated with'the examination program. PersOnnel activities to
be affected would include:

1.

,

' (1) Recruitment. Published qualification standards,
eduCational pr requisites, experience requirements, and so firth.

(2) iaining. '`.

(a) The availability of courses or instructional literature
to permit acquisition of knowledges and skills covered
by qualification examinations.'

(b) Use of qualification examinations in selection of
training inputs and the certification and promotion,
of training outputs., .

(c) The use of course - administered tests '.as qualification

examinations.

(d) The application of training resources and data to
the preparation of qualification examinations including
both training-generated job descriptivOnformation and
student performance data.

(3) Job classification. The relation of qualification tests
to the determination of appropriate'PFS levels, steps in grade, and
patterns of,career progression.

. .

. a

(4) Work operations. The relation of qualification examina-
tions tQ work assignments, j-ob performance

.

standards, staffing levels,
"' and other aspects of the way in.which work is performed.

The need for Ooser cdordiflon--of qualitatibwasalittfolit
with various oth personnel activities is but one facet of a larger
prioblem-conaerning the overall coordiflation of peisonneloperations ,

wAhinthe postal service. An effort is needed to unite into a well
,. . k %

* ,

Ivy
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ordered personnel system all of those activities concerned with assuring
the continued availability of qualified personnel. Until such an
integrated system is created and descriptions of characteristics
disseminated in such a way as will enable individual workers and
Managers to understand its operation, the pcitential effectiveness of
any improvements to'individual components of the system will be
compromised at the outset.

4
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